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Tech Tips

WHY A 29ER COULD
BE RIGHT FOR YOU

We find the best
techniques to
tweak your bike...

6 best-buy big wheelers that give you
smoother rolling and an easier ride

DREAM RIDES SPECIAL

Mountain of Hell vs
Megavalanche

We hit the two biggest and baddest
gravity enduros - but which is toughest?

RULE
RIDE

30 BEST TIPS
TO BEAT
EVERY TRAIL

EVERY

DIVIDED MECH

We love Lake Tahoe; it’s
not hard to see why

Elsewhere, our Dave
conquers the mountain
ranges of Fuji

EDITOR’S LETTER

UK®

SHORT INDEX
70 HARDCORE HADLEIGH

A blast round the Olympic MTB track
leaves us begging for mercy — damn
those cross-country racers are hardcore!
148 FORKS TESTED

Fifteen 140 to 180mm forks get a thorough testing so you can upgrade with
the best knowledge available
168 COED-Y-BRENIN

Classic trail centre trails combined
together to create an all-new adventure

Rider Mike Smith Bike Specialized
Stumpjumper FSR Photo Steve Behr

16 NEW TRAILS

Guisborough Woods in the north of
England gets a tasty revamp for quickhit mountain biking
64

RETRO YETI

A painstaking restoration project that’s
brought together some of the rarest
parts to recreate this classic Geoff
Ringlè Yety ARC AS/Lt

THE STUFF
YOU HAVE TO
GO TO FIRST!

The international language of mountain
biking
“Go halfway around the world and in the
least likely of places you could imagine,
mountain bikers are still mountain bikers”.
So says Matt Wragg when he visited Hong
Kong (p81) and amid the mad bustle that
seemed so far removed from most mountain
biking locations we’re familier with, he uncovered a thriving, if
a little hidden, scene where this idea definitely rang true. And
it is true — once mountain bikers get together it doesn’t matter
where they are or even what language they speak, they’ll start
sharing stories... that crash they had and survived, tips on what
settings to run and where their next adventure lies. It’s what
unites us all — and it’s hopefully why you spend your hardearned cash on this magazine. We’ve been all over the world to
bring you this month’s issue. From crystal blue lakes and snow
capped mountains round Tahoe in California, to the slopes of
Leogang in Austria and Hadleigh Farm (the glamour!) in Essex.
They may be worlds apart in air miles but they’re as close as they
possible could be in mountain biking terms.
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